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Introduction
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Topic A:
Program Introduction | 4 min | Hide Content
1. Introduction | 04:35
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Topic B:
Presentation by Charlotte Danielson on her book | 1 hr | Hide Content
1. Teaching is Important, Difficult and Complex | 01:50
2. How is Good Teaching Defined? | 03:40
3. What Would You See and Hear in an Excellent Teacher’s Classroom? | 02:25
4. How the Danielson Framework for Teaching was Developed | 05:45
5. Establishing a Culture for Learning | 07:50
6. Reflect: Are All Components Equally Important? | 07:25
7. Common Themes within the Danielson Framework for Teaching | 01:35
8. Which Domain Will Be Remembered by Students? | 07:00
9. How are the Danielson Framework for Teaching Components Organized? | 01:15
10. What is an "Unsatisfactory" Level of Performance? | 05:10
11. What is a "Basic" Level of Performance? | 03:00
12. What is a "Proficient" or "Distinguished" Level of Performance? | 02:00
13. Using the Danielson Framework to Promote Professional Conversations | 03:00
14. Should Beginning Teachers Have a Different Evaluation Rubric? | 01:40
15. Commonly Asked Questions about the Danielson Framework for Teaching | 05:10
16. How is the Danielson Framework for Teaching Being Used? | 02:00
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Domain One: Planning and Preparation / Domain Two: the Classroom Environment
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Topic A:
Domain One: Planning and Preparation; all grades | 26 min | Hide Content
1. Introduction | 01:45
2. Teachers' Behind-the-Scenes Work | 01:05
3. 4th Grade Language Arts Class: Editing Writing (Component 1F) | 01:10
4. 4th Grade Language Arts Class: Editing Writing — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:05
5. Middle School English: Concept of Clear Standards & Criteria (component 1F) | 05:35
6. Intermediate Math lesson: Hands-on Activity (component 1C) | 02:35
8. Middle School Language Arts & Social Studies Lesson (component 1B) | 06:05
9. Middle School Language Arts & Social Studies Lesson — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:05
10. High School Biology Lesson (component 1D) | 03:20
11. High School Biology Lesson — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:55
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Topic B:
Domain Two: Examples from Pre-K and Elementary classrooms | 46 min | Hide Content

1. Kindergarten Learning Centers, Part 1 (Components 2B, 2C, 2D) | 03:35
2. Kindergarten Learning Centers, Part 2 (Components 2B, 2C, 2D) | 04:25
3. Kindergarten Learning Centers — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:55
4. Kindergarten Discussion: Concept of Pattern (components 2C, 2E) | 04:00
5. Kindergarten Discussion: Concept of Pattern — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:40
7. Primary Science Lesson — Part 2 (components 2A, 2B, 2E) | 05:30
8. Primary Science Lesson — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:35
10. Intermediate Social Studies Lesson — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:50
11. Primary Reading: Vocabulary Development (components 2C, 2D) | 03:30
12. Primary Reading: Vocabulary Development — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:05
13. Language Arts: Use of Physical Space (components 2A, 2E) | 01:10
14. 4th Grade Descriptive Paragraph (components 2A, 2B, 2E) | 03:55
15. 4th Grade Descriptive Paragraph — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:30

Domain Two: Examples from Intermediate/Middle School classrooms | 1 hr 14 min | Hide Content

1. Language Learners English (Components 2B, 2D, 2E) | 05:45
2. Language Learners English: Sentence Writing — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:05
3. 9th Grade Language Arts: Discourse, Discussion, Debate — Part 1 (components 2D, 2E) | 03:45
4. 9th Grade Language Arts: Discourse, Discussion, Debate — Part 2 (components 2D, 2E) | 07:20
5. 9th Grade Language Arts: Discourse, Discussion, Debate — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:00
6. Intermediate Math: Hands-on Activity (components 2A, 2D, 2E) | 02:30
7. Intermediate Math: Hands-on Activity — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:50
8. Reading: Small Group Discussion (component 2E) | 01:00
9. Reading: Small Group Discussion — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:45
10. Vocabulary Game — Part 1 (components 2A, 2E) | 06:35
11. Vocabulary Game — Part 2 (components 2A, 2E) | 04:20
12. Vocabulary Game — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:15
13. Middle School Language Arts & Social Studies: Vocabulary Review (components 2A, 2C, 2E) | 05:25
14. Middle School Language Arts & Social Studies: Vocabulary Review — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:00
15. Middle School English: Note-taking Techniques (components 2A, 2C, 2E) | 03:00
16. Middle School English: Note-taking Techniques — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:20
17. Middle School Language Arts: Starting a Writing Assignment (components 2A, 2E) | 04:25
18. Middle School Language Arts: Starting a Writing Assignment — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:10
19. Middle School Math: Use of Formative Assessment (components 2A, 2B, 2E) | 03:25
20. Middle School Math: Use of Formative Assessment — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:45
21. ESL Class: Vocabulary Development (components 2A, 2B) | 07:55
22. ESL Class: Vocabulary Development — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:55
23. Middle School Language Arts & Social Studies: Concept Development & Student Discussion (components 2A, 2E) | 06:40
24. Middle School Language Arts & Social Studies: Concept Development & Student Discussion — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:50

Domain Two: Examples from High School classrooms | 11 min | Hide Content

1. High School Class: Editing Writing (components 2A, 2B) | 03:35
2. High School Class: Editing Writing — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:50
3. High School Biology: Physical Learning Activity (components 2A, 2D, 2E) | 03:25
4. High School Biology: Physical Learning Activity — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:30
5. High School Class: Importance of Good Writing (component 2B) | 00:50
6. High School Class: Importance of Good Writing — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:50
### Domain Three: Examples from Pre-K and Elementary classes | 52 min | Hide Content

1. Kindergarten: Characteristics of Good Writing (Component 3A) | 01:55
2. Kindergarten: Characteristics of Good Writing — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:45
3. Primary Reading Lesson (components 3C, 3A) | 03:25
4. Primary Reading Lesson — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:20
5. Primary Math Lesson (component 3C) | 02:25
6. Primary ESL Class: Literal vs. Interpretive (component 3A) | 05:20
7. Primary ESL Class: Literal vs. Interpretive Questions — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:45
8. Pre-K Discussion: Likes & Dislikes (component 3B) | 01:45
9. Kindergarten Discussion: Concept of Pattern (components 3A, 3C, 3D, 3E) | 03:55
10. Kindergarten Discussion: Concept of Pattern — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:00
11. Primary Science Lesson: Part 1 (component 3C) | 06:00
12. Primary Science Lesson: Part 2 (component 3C) | 04:55
13. Primary Science Lesson: Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:25
14. Intermediate Social Studies Lesson (components 3B, 3C) | 06:20
15. Intermediate Social Studies Lesson — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:30
16. 4th Grade Descriptive Paragraph (components 3A, 3C) | 03:55
17. 4th Grade Descriptive Paragraph — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:25
18. Intermediate Language Arts Lesson — Writing & Editing (components 3A, 3D) | 02:20
19. Intermediate Language Arts Lesson: Writing & Editing — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:00
20. Kindergarten Science Lesson (component 3C) | 01:20
21. Kindergarten Science Lesson — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:45

### Domain Three: Examples from Intermediate classes | 1 hr 27 min | Hide Content

1. Intermediate Class: Small Group Fiction/Nonfiction Book Classification (Components 3B, 3C, 3D) | 03:50
2. Intermediate Class: Small Group Fiction/Nonfiction Book Classification — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 03:05
3. Intermediate Language Arts: Writing a Story Summary (components 3A, 3C) | 04:20
4. Intermediate Language Arts: Writing a Story Summary — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:00
5. Middle School Math: Peer Test Review (component 3D) | 01:10
6. Middle School Math: Peer Test Review — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:25
7. Intermediate Language Arts: Presentation Evaluation (components 3B, 3D) | 08:45
8. Intermediate Language Arts: Presentation Evaluation — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 02:10
9. Intermediate Math Lesson: Number Conversions (components 3A, 3C) | 02:35
10. Intermediate Math Lesson: Number Conversion — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:05
11. Intermediate Math Lesson: Hands-on Activity (component 3C) | 02:30
12. Intermediate Math Lesson: Hands-on Activity — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:00
13. Intermediate Reading: Small Group Discussion (component 3B) | 03:45
14. Intermediate Reading: Small Group Discussion — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:40
15. Intermediate Language Arts Lesson: Vocabulary Review (components 3A, 3C, 3D) | 05:15
17. Middle School English: Note-taking Techniques (components 3C, 3D) | 03:15
18. Middle School English: Note-taking Techniques — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:15
19. Intermediate Language Arts: Starting a Writing Assignment (component 3B) | 05:30
20. Intermediate Language Arts: Starting a Writing Assignment — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:20
21. Language Learners English: Sentence Writing (components 3A, 3B, 3C) | 05:45
22. Language Learners English: Sentence Writing — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:05
23. Middle School ESL Class: Vocabulary Development (components 3C, 3D, 3E) | 07:25
24. Middle School ESL Class: Vocabulary Development — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:10
25. Middle School Math: Use of Formative Assessment (component 3D) | 03:35
26. Middle School Math: Use of Formative Assessment — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:50
27. Middle School Language Arts & Social Studies: Concept Development & Student Discussion (components 3B, 3C) | 06:45
28. Middle School Language Arts & Social Studies: Concept Development & Student Discussion — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:00
29. Intermediate Small Group Reading: Making Inference (components 3B, 3C) | 03:40
30. Intermediate Small Group Reading: Making Inference — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:20
1. High School Class: Grammatical Sentence Editing (Components 3C, 3D) | 04:55
2. High School Class: Grammatical Sentence Editing — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 01:15
3. High School English: Creative Group Writing Assignment (component 3C) | 01:25
4. High School English: Creative Group Writing Assignment — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:40
5. High School English: Reading Text Closely (component 3C) | 02:00
6. High School English: Reading Text Closely — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:20
7. High School English & Social Studies: Integration of Disciplines (component 3C) | 01:40
8. High School English & Social Studies: Integration of Disciplines — Charlotte Danielson Commentary | 00:35
9. High School Biology: Physical Learning Activity (components 3A, 3C) | 03:20
11. High School French: Reflection on Learning (components 3A, 3C, 3D) | 02:05
13. High School English: Types of Verbal Interaction, Part 1 (component 3A) | 04:05
15. High School English: Types of Verbal Interaction, Part 2 (component 3C) | 09:55
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Topic D:
Domain Four: Professional Responsibilities / Closing comments | 2 min | Hide Content

1. Professional Responsibilities/Closing Comments | 02:05
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Whole Program Assessment - Modules 1-3
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